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About This Content

The Spider God's cult, ancient and blasphemous, has been practiced for thousands of years inside the dark temple of the
Spiders.

It is said to have been once destroyed, but now, thanks to the evil influence of the sorcerer Necron and under the control of the
great priest Dorak, it rose again.

- Make your way to the temple of the Spider God.
- A new NPC called Rouna, which will follow you during your quest.

- New enemies: the Black guards, the Giant Spider, the Spider Rider and more.
- Three new terrifying bosses.

- A mysterious hidden Dungeon.
- New deadly traps. Be ready to avoid them.

- A new mighty weapon, the Moon-Axe.
- And more.
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I want to begin by saying that this DLC is very good in content. It adds a whole new dungeon, companion, and little things to the
original levels of the game and more.

My negative score is because of bugs. There are several. Even though Crian did their best and worked around the clock to
stabilize the game, it still has game breaking bugs, like the random crashes, which keep you from even finishing the DLC. All
the time you are just praying, hoping that you can finish the content before it crashes, leaving you to redo the level aaaaall over
again. This results in a frustrating experience and sucks the fun from it.

It's a shame really, because the story and the new content is great. The moment the bugs are addressed, i will change my
recommendation to this DLC. Here's hoping Crian can make this work.
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